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The research articles and essays included in this edited volume bring visibility to how 

discussions on decoloniality, marginalization and the social responsibilities of museums have 

been articulated in museums and research on them both in Finland and globally. The 

theoretical framework is based on critical heritage studies, decolonial theory and discussions 

on intersectionality. The authors represent different disciplinary backgrounds, many of the 

authors are museum professionals and activists. The book is divided into three sections that 

provide different yet interrelated perspectives on the same central theme:  

I: Time and transformations in museum work, II: Knowing from the margins, decolonization 

and new interpretations, and III: Inclusive, collaborative museum work.  

I: Time and transformations in museum work examines temporal aspects, changing social 
conditions and the effects on the ways that marginalized people and cultures have been 

presented or disregarded. 
 
Anna Rastas, Leila Koivunen, and Kalle Kallio: Responsible Museum Work. From recognizing 
minorities to decolonizing museums and more inclusive working practices provides a broad 
overview of research discussions in different disciplinary fields and multidisciplinary traditions 

central to the theme of this book. The article investigates how issues of equality and inequality 
between and amongst different groups and communities may manifest in museums and exhibitions. 
The analysis focuses on the multifaceted nature of museum work and museums as social actors, 

which through their practices are taking a stand on the issues of social responsibility and even global 
equality.  

 
Sanna Särkelä: Museum Collections, Language, and Information  focuses on how cataloguing is 
intertwined with collection policies, classification principles, and academic traditions as well as 

interpretations of artefacts and of the people and cultures they represent. The opening of 
collections and archives for larger audiences on the internet creates new challenges for archival 

work and cataloguing of museum objects as the information becomes available also to those who 
are not museum professionals. 

http://www.annarastas.com/home/
https://www.utu.fi/en/people/leila-koivunen
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Áile Aikio: Transforming the Sámi Museum. The article provides a broad overview of the history of 

the Sámi Museum in Finland from the perspective of indigenous research. Aikio explores the 
museum’s development over time and examines how the roles of the museum have changed and 

what approaches and practices have been established based on Sámi cultural perspectives over the 
years. The article also provides a new Sámi dimension to the conversation regarding the social 
significance of the museum. 

 
Mari Viita-aho and Johanna Turunen: The Impossibility of a Critical Museum? Changing 
Interpretations of the Gallen-Kallela Museum’s Africa Collection in the 21st Century  approaches 

the Africa collection through three cases that scrutinise the agency of artists and museum experts 
working inside, outside and in-between museum institutions. The article challenges the colonial 

legacy of museums and investigates how museums can build towards shared, decolonial futures. It is 
argued that the well-intentioned goal of creating a safe space can sometimes turn into a comfort 
zone, silencing discussions about uncomfortable topics.Leila Koivunen: Cultural Appropriation in 

Borrowed Clothing? Museums, Clothing from Foreign Cultures, and the Traditions of Display 
examines the history of the use of traditional garments from foreign cultures, or their replicas, in 
Finnish museums. The article examines the relation of historical exhibition practices of displaying 

foreign clothing and other related traditions, such as masquerades or travelers need to hide their 
identity, to the developing idea of cultural appropriation.  

 
Olga Davydova-Minguet: Memories of War and War of the Memories. Conflicting Positions of 
Finnish Russian-Speakers in Cross-Border Memory Landscapes focuses on Finland’s largest 

immigrant minority, Russian-speakers, and their relationships with museums. It examines the 
various interpretations and narratives regarding the Second World War, which shape the 
relationship that the Russian-speakers in Finland have with the past. 

 

II: Knowing from the margins, decolonization, and new interpretations 
 
Anna Rastas: Museums, Racism, and Antiracism is based on data from the author’s two extensive 
ethnographic research projects (2012-2015; 20152020), which studied the global African diaspora 

and the relationships between museums, racism, and antiracism. Examples of various museums in 
different countries illustrate how firmly racism may be adhered to a museum’s history, collections, 

exhibitions, cultural programmes, staff structure, and the views and knowledge of its employees. 
The article also examines anti-racism activism focused on museum work in different countries. 
 

Kaija Kaitavuori: Museum Magic: From Cult Item to Museum Object... and Back asks what happens 
when a museum takes in an item that has been used in religious practices and it becomes a museum 
object. Could this process also be reversed so that the item is returned to its original purpose? 

Kaitavuori examines what happens in the processes of changing the status of these items and what 
ethnographic and museological research could learn about indigenous cultures and their 

relationships with objects. The study discusses as a case study the Mami Wata sculpture collection of 
a Finnish collector, which is on display at the Finnish-African cultural center in Benin. 
 

Kristina Tohmo: A Hundred Years Journey – Australia’s Arrernte People’s Items in Finland focuses 
on Central Australia’s Western Arrernte community and their cultural items, which have been stored 

in Finland since 1913. The article presents the Uterne, 100 Arrernte Items project (2018–2019). The 
aim of the project was to inform the Arrernte of the existence of the collection, and to invite their 
representatives to Finland to examine the collection. The visit revealed how the Arrernte use 

museum items in the construction of their present-day identity and the empowerment of their 
community.  



 
Katri Hirvonen-Nurmi: The Diversity of Information in Collaborative Museum Work. An 

Ethnographic Study of the Projects Produced in Collaboration with Mexico’s Wirrarika Community  
focuses on the museum projects and perspectives of indigenous peoples and on different ways of 

knowing. The article examines the museum projects of Mexico’s Wirrarika people from the 
perspective of a museum worker. Hirvonen-Nurmi asks how the Wirrarika people’s pedagogical 
approach to museums corresponds with efforts for international collaboration. 

 
Petri Saarikko and Sasha Huber: Creating a Communal Space in Kallio, Helsinki – The Shelter depict 
the history and activities of the independent Kallio Kunsthalle exhibition space, which recognizes 

feminism, left-wing social critique, and multiculturalism as its principles. The essay focuses 
particularly on the Shelter Project, in which racialized minorities were offered a safe space. The 

authors also describe the significance of independent actors in the field of liberal arts.  
 
Ali Akbar Mehta: Voices from the Margins: The Museum of Impossible Forms in Kontula  describes 

the Museum of Impossible Forms (M{if}), which is a cultural center that was established in 2017 in a 
suburb called Kontula in Eastern Helsinki. It is an antiracist, decolonial, and queer-feminist project, 
which provides a forum for the forming and free exchange of ideas between marginalized people. 

Mehta examines the diverse needs and circumstances that led to the establishment of the M{if} and 
reflects on what a para-, contra-, or anti-museum could be. 

 
III: Inclusive, collaborative museum work 
 
Tuula Juvonen: Towards a Queer Museum. Dismantling the Marginalization of Sexual and Gender 
Minorities Through a Memory Institution. In 2002 the Finnish Labour Museum Werstas expanded 

its role to include the recording of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT+) cultural heritage, 
the first museum in Finland to do so. Juvonen analyzes the beginning stages of the project.  
 

Elisa Sarpo: The Prison. Margins of the Society at a Museum explores the National Museum of 
Finland’s special museum of the same name (Vankila – The Prison). Finland’s oldest prison museum 
represents a cultural heritage at the margins. A new exhibition (2020) was planned and 

implemented in collaboration with former prisoners in order to shed light on their perspectives. 
 

Jenny Valli: #PowerToTheYouth, #CoolestExhibitionEver. Developing and Learning Through 
Dialogue in an Art Museum examines museum work created in collaboration with youth and the 
ways in which their development into independent museum visitors may be supported.  

 
Maria Ollila: Recording Roma Culture into a Museum Collection in Collaboration with an Expert 

from the Roma Community examines the contemporary documentation of Roma culture in Finland. 
The article presents a seminar and a documentation project arranged at the National Museum of 
Finland together with representatives of the Roma community.  

 
Sabine Harrer: The Myths and Possibilities of Inclusive Museum Games dismantles perceptions of 
interaction, gaming, and playing within the framework of learning. Harrer explores the possibility 

of participatory game design as a strategy for inclusive curation and tackles the challenge of inclusive 
museum games from the perspective of gaming research. 
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